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A short speech for a couple of billion dollars...

National economics is something that concerns all of us.  We might not want to talk about it or 
think about it, but here is something to consider since you are interested what this speech is 
about.  It is just a perspective that might let you see things a little differently.

● The cost of much greater quality made in Canada may be more obvious, but how much 
more? Many imported items now cost more than they ever did when they were made in 
Canada, not that long ago. Generally, we don't like to be critical or negative, but like to look on 
the bright side, so yes, the biggest room in the world is the room for improvement.  Quite 
simply, if we didn't buy so much junk that does not last, we probably would not need to throw 
away, recycle and buy stuff all over, again and again. Saving money is like making money, 
reducing overhead, maintenance, repair or replacement cost will actually cost you less, it's 
possible to be richer buying better quality that lasts. 

Ask yourself, am I so rich I can afford to buy “stuff n junk” not made in Canada? Am I so  
stupid in fundamental economics and lacking in vision that I have no Made in Canada 
choices? Why not? Is it so much better to export jobs, factories and shut down whole 
industries and contribute to economic and industrial genocide? Is it so difficult to be part of a  
solution that can totally transform the quality of life everywhere in Canada?  Is it so much 
better to be completely screwed by free trade deals so that there is nothing you can do about 
it? These unelected people with traitorous acts of super-imposed regulations that are 
designed to eliminate national sovereignty, steal what you have and defraud you of your 
amazing and awesome future and every moment right now, from what it is supposed to be. Is 
it so much better to wipe out generations of progress, technology, our very own laws that we 
agree on to build and live in an advanced civilization? 

Ask yourself, Is it so much better to be buried in debt and in perpetual slavery without having 
real hope of an everyday honest and productive life and better tomorrow? Is a life of 
desperation, problems, frustration, anxiety and poverty so much better? Or how about 
unachieved expectations, depression, missed opportunities or all the problems from not 
having sufficient resources, is that so much better? Is feeling like a victim and blaming 
someone or something for all your problems so much better? Why not take charge, invent 
your own future, the real destiny, assertive, confident, ambitious and yes even audacious, 
why not? Many people are enslaved by their addictions such as coffee, smokes, drugs, grass, 
alcohol, gambling, lotto tickets, scratch tickets, the list goes on and on, this includes cell 
phone addiction and the latest gadgets. 

OK, no problem, lots of money for all that eh? We are not saying to quit it, give it up, that you 
are bad, but maybe, just maybe imagine how easy it is to do something slightly different with 
exponential results. Imagine one million people investing $5.00 a week? Hmmm. Is that a 
sacrifice? Build factories, buy and build machinery, create good solid quality well paying jobs,  
opportunities everywhere for a better future is something we can all participate in, even if it is  
$5.00 a week. Talk about a winning streak eh? More good news that is rare and hard to find. 
It is easy to pay good money for bad news, but what about something awesome? (Yes you 
are still waiting for the Capital Vault Radio and TV channel, we are working on it, along with  
people who can contribute to pro-active citizen journalism). Now imagine a revenue stream 
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amplified many times over for the rest of your life from one consistent simple and easy 
strategic action that creates an alternate future for you and others by the incredible freedom 
of choice? Now, that's what I'm talking about? A whole different emotion, a new experience, a 
whole new reality, confidence and trust that the universe and Capital Vault Incorporated is on 
your side. There really is a lot of good news, amazing potential and a world of opportunity.

Imagine how that would feel, amazing job and career opportunities, technology, products and 
services that you are a part of in creating, developing and making something possible that  
would not otherwise be possible? You see, once you have awareness and relevant options, 
you can simply stop doing what creates more of what you don't want and don't like and  
choose to do something that creates more of what you do like and do want. This starts with 
the simple and unequalled satisfaction of making a personal decision, since you are now 
more responsible, as you have learned that doing and being that way is the surefire route to 
personal empowerment, with the more you exercise the more you have and it becomes easier 
to continue to do so. It is a lot like getting in shape or developing any particular competence.

Of course with this optimistic and action oriented life, a much more powerful and effective 
belief structure, mindstyle and lifestyle will be yours. Giving up the comfortable cruise control 
of predictable and unchangeable reality and all the problems that go with it, will be gradually  
relinquished as you continue to seek out challenge and opportunity, embrace change, 
conquer fears, insecurities and doubts, all that self sabotage that keeps you from living those 
dreams, fulfilling your destiny and being the best of who you are.

Now, as you may know, this endeavour involves technology, machinery, infrastructure, 
materials and other resources. This seems like a very physical material endeavour, but it is 
not the only thing. Yes we need jobs, productivity and growth, not from selling ourselves out,  
signing over natural resources, or letting countries rip off and steal anything and everything of 
value, or from obscene immigration policies or from agreeing to obscene trade deals that put 
us at a total disadvantage and to our country to censor and over ride or over rule an incredible 
amount of laws established in this country as part of our commonwealth heritage, or from 
profiting from massive import retail operations that create next to no jobs by people that don't 
really care if you have a job, especially from making things that could be sold profitably when 
maintaining economic and community prosperity. 

We need a spirit of co-operation, a common vision, these relevant opportunities that people 
can relate to, utilize, benefit from and even believe in with their heart and soul, people that 
can do things because they have the opportunity, because they want to and can, it is in their 
power. We need people to see the bigger picture and how easily they can contribute to that  
alternate reality in any way that they can. We need people to stop doing or greatly reduce 
doing business with companies that are so much get, get, get oriented, like as in, we just want 
to sell to you, stuff we buy, counterfeit and rip off and acquire at next to nothing prices so we 
can make record profits from you buying our stuff n junk not made in Canada, so you can buy 
more, and never be able to save, re-invest in your own industries and to influence, control and 
own your destiny. Freedom of choice eh, well import retailers don't like that very much, unless 
it is their stuff n junk.  After all, what do you think will happen with all these un elected lobby 
group with super imposed trade deals, mixed with our massive array of corporate, economic,  
environmental, social and moral responsibility, and the very real criminal corruption and totally  
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unfair to the Canadian manufacturing industries reality, mixed with unethical unpatriotic 
governing agents and agreements are in place? Once again, have you ever heard anyone in  
government say “Buy made in Canada”? No, I did not think so. Actually, we are hoping to 
allocate a few hundred million reward money to provide this evidence, without bribing 
government officials to be doing and saying what they should, which is a whole lot more Made 
in Canada. The lowest price import theory is not the lowest price, it is the most expense and 
is enabled by the illusion, bribery and corruption of reasoning faculties based on only one 
thing the price. What about the jobs, revenue, tax revenue, investment, infrastructure, quality 
of life, economic and industrial vitality? What about when we and the the government need to 
mobilize troops, industry, get things done? It is a whole lot easier to to that quickly, efficiently  
and very affordably if we having working assets and infrastructure in place, people that can 
work, use their brains, do the math, geometry, art, work, promotion, sales, engineering,  
organization. The welfare, addictions, debt and lack of productivity all lead to and generate 
national, community and personal genocide. Look around, it is time to do something a whole  
lot different, including business with a more long term outlook that is more altruistic, co-
operative and beneficial, something that Capital Vault Incorporated is dedicated to.

Ask any economist what smart business is, most likely you will get a lot of different answers, 
ask an import retailer what smart business is, you will probably get the same answer. Ask an 
everyday person who buys stuff and you will probably get a rare or non-existent ideal, just like 
the little red and white Made in Canada sticker. Just a small reminder that in addition to 
secure supply lines and job creation being paramount, a suggestion to remove the disposable 
income idea and lifestyle with a discretionary buy, build, save and invest-made in Canada 
program. 

Of course you might like to consider that those 500,000 or so manufacturing jobs we lost in 
the last few years without a fight (after all that's what happens when you lay down your arms 
and die, right...) require an incredible amount of engineering eh! People out of work, that's  
expensive, less government revenues, that's expensive too, people not living their dream, un-
employed or under employed, that's really expensive, all the theoretical promises of wealth, 
freedom and opportunity from the education system that totally lacks power to create jobs 
(unless you are a pension fund manager who actually supports Canadian engineering and 
manufacturing in a public, private, union or non-union organization, and private companies 
really need more resources) is expensive too if the jobs and industry is non-existent. Luckily  
for us we don't blame anyone or anything, we accept personal responsibility for our actions  
and the reality we create, experience in live in. 

For us, our goal is noble, help create 50,000 new made in Canada manufacturing jobs. This is 
not a competition in job creation, it is a co-operative venture in careers, companies,  
technology, products and amazing opportunities available to our members. For Canadians, 
the task is simple, look at the label, choose Made in Canada as much as you can! If you want  
to be more involved and be part of something great, sign up and be a part of our "Buy, build,  
save and invest-Made in Canada eh!" campaign, benefit from innovative business and capital  
solutions and any of the exciting CVI-Options we are promoting dedicated to more made in 
Canada than ever before!

Rally the troops! We are recruiting now!
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